Plan

Innovative technologies

Contact

and exclusive design

By our new construction technology almost all
plan variations can be realized. This gives the
possibility of the individual room layout to our
customers.

MERBIL i. G.
Münchener Strasse 7

in the constructIon
of vehIcles

47249 Duisburg/ Germany

Inspire yourselves by an example.

Room layout

Tel.: +49 203 40 65 659
Fax: +49 203 44 92 183
E- Mail: dialog@merbil.de
Internet: www.merbil.de
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Unlimitedly mobile…
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Commercial draft
MERBIL is a young innovative enterprise for the
research and development of vehicle construction
technologies, the concept of vehicles, as well as the
manufacture of vehicle superstructures with movable
slide out technologies.

Products and use
The products, the MERBIL are exclusively a travel
mobile, conference vehicles, presentation and event
vehicles, as well as mobile service and training
centers with above-average place offer.
The customer use is the individual creation and the
exclusive design of the vehicles to be made. A
contribution to the sure and better mobility is
performed by the application of the most modern
materials, as well as the application of innovative
automobile technologies.

Innovation
A swinging comfort is reached by the application of
innovative automobile technologies, in the market of
his resemble looks. The life span of the high-quality
vehicle construction is raised by reduction of the
oscillation forces having an effect in the vehicle
construction.
With improved technology a correct sealing is
guaranteed at the contact places between construction
and slide out.

Service
Offer:

- Consultation,
- planning,
- assembly,
- servicing and
- sales

Network
By a regional network of well-chosen designers,
manufacturers and inside designers guarantees
MERBIL a high degree of quality and efficiency.

Target groups
They are in search of a competent partner who moves
your ideas?
MERBIL appeals to commercial and private customers
with the need in mobile conference rooms, mobile
advertising media, the mobile accommodation or
simply individualist with the urge for freedom and
independence.
In the area of Technology development works
MERBIL for commercial customers and offers
assistance in the weak spot analysis, as well as their
removal.

Purpose
In the travel mobile market growing internationally and
nationwide it becomes more and more difficultly to the
wishes to follow of the customers for individuality and
exclusivity.
Merbil concentrates thanks of his network at the
individual and exclusive wishes of his customers.

